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December 15, 2021

GLOBAL 5G PROTEST FOR FREEDOM, 18/19 December, 2021

On the weekend before the winter Solstice, 18/19 December, people from across the world will be standing up to demand an immediate halt to unchecked wireless radiation expansion on Earth, in space, and in the ocean, for the sake of freedom for all. Their message: “We do not consent to a few powerful technology/satellite companies and the military industrial complex dictating the future of all life on Earth.” Lantern Vigils will be held across the World to shine a light on the harm wireless technology poses to humans and wildlife, and the threat to personal autonomy, security and privacy.

The 5G/satellite/IoT/data/“Smart” Ocean/Al juggernaut entails the manufacturing, use, and disposal of thousands of satellites in space, millions of new transmitters on Earth, sonar in the ocean, and trillions of IoT gadgets, devices, appliances and “things” that together pose one of the greatest threats of all human generated health and environmental assaults.

Though being sold to the public as “green”, the gargantuan global technology footprint is itself a major contributor to environmental devastation. Beyond the environmental footprint, this wireless buildout on Earth, in Space, and in the ocean will create an inescapable Planetary Digital Surveillance Grid that many see as a significant threat to personal Freedom and Autonomy.

4G/5G on land, the internet of underwater things (IoUT) in the ocean, and satellites in the skies will weave together a network for 21st century warfare, poised to increase the lethality of war according to some sources in the US military. Protestors oppose the use of trillions of dollars being poured into waging war and are calling for the money to be spent on programs that address essential needs such as world hunger, pollution, the environment, and peace.

Whilst opposing wireless proliferation, 5G/satellite/smart ocean opponents support safe wired connections for most internet and telecommunications use, reserving wireless for emergencies and essential services not possible through wires.

For more information and pictures of the Protests, visit the Global Action to Stop 5G Facebook Group and Stop 5G International Website:

And kindly see this short but poignant video announcement:

Contact: Tanja Katarina Rebel - Coordinator of Global Action to Stop5G: tankarebel@gmail.com
Kate Kheel - Coordinator of Stop 5G International: team@stop5ginternational.org
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